
General design guidelines
Due to the great amount of data needed to be displayed, and the assumption that showing it all
at once is not a very good way of doing easy-to-use interfaces, I’ve tried to group the data
following 3 different user personas:

1. Monitor: A user that is checking the running workflow.
a. Views live logs.
b. Checks workflow progress.
c. Checks if some step failed or some warning is present.
d. Cancels and re-runs processes.

2. Debugger: A user that’s trying to find the reason for a failed workflow.
a. Checks inputs (command or workflow) and outputs.
b. Checks resulting logs.
c. Checks container image used.
d. Checks runtime constraints & scheduling parameters.
e. Searches for failed steps.

3. Viewer: A user that wants to check a successful workflow and its results.
a. Checks run time and time scaling.
b. Shares workflow output.
c. Checks which workflow the container was launched from.



Project view (listing)

Current version

The current UI design displays the project as just a folder with objects inside it. Properties and
description are second class citizens limited to its details panel. There’s room for improvement
there but in this case we’ll focus on the Process UI.
The processes are listed as items with limited amount of information, requiring the use to open
the details panel (the “i” icon) to get more data about it.



Proposed version

Listing

The proposed project listing includes:
● Process’ status indicators as icons to save on horizontal space
● An “expand” button at the top-right corner to make the listed rows show additional

information. We’ll start by making processes rows expandable and can iterate further on
other types in the future.

● Addition of “created at” sortable column. If horizontal space is not enough, we could
make some columns hidden by default.

● “File size” column showing the process’ output collection size. Also, we could rename
the column to just “Size”.



Listing with extended details panel

Whenever the user clicks on a row, the details panel expands to show the most important
information about the process. Right now the user has to click on the “i” icon to get the panel
extended.
JSON information like Runtime constraints and Scheduling parameters should be formatted
appropriately for ease of reading.
UUIDs should be clickable and have a “copy to clipboard” button.



Listing with expanded rows

When the user clicks on the “expand rows” button, the details panel collapses itself (if needed)
and all expandable rows show additional information like the mockup above.
The idea is to be able to use the browser’s “Find” feature to quickly scan the entire listing.
Part of this expanded information UI can be re-used from the “details panel”.
If the user requires to only view expanded processes from within a project, they can filter them
by using the already existing Type column filtering.



Process view

Current version

The current process view doesn’t give the user useful information up front, but hides too much
of it behind the “details panel” sometimes displaying data points incorrectly or in not so efficient
ways.



Proposed version

General info panel

Due to the amount of information available to display and thinking about grouping them
following the design guidelines described above, the proposed UI includes 3 sections: the
general information panel, the environment panel and the live logs viewer.
These sections could be expandable/collapsible individually or only just one being able to
expand at a time.
To save vertical space we could also divide these sections via a tab layout like workbench1
does.

The general information panel lists the data most likely to be needed by the “Viewer” and
“Monitor” personas, being able to quickly see if there’s some warning or error via a runtime
status icon next to the process’ state indicator.

The steps listing could also maintain the same behavior as the project listing: providing an
“expand rows” button to show additional information on every step. Probably this would be trivial
to implement by reusing the UI components.



Live logs panel

Currently, live logs are accessible via the “actions menu” (3-dotted icon), changing the entire
view for that purpose. I believe it can be a lot more comfortable for the user to not have to go
back and forth changing panels when needing to quickly check how the process is running.
Another solution would be to make the live log viewer appear on a quickly dismissable modal
window.



Environment panel

The Debugger persona may need to have all the environment information in one place, so this
panel would show inputs (from command and/or workflow), outputs, runtime constraints and
scheduling parameters.

The proposed layout tries to fit often size changing data in the sense horizontal and/or vertical
space. Vertical scrollbars can be added when the listings are too long.
Inputs and outputs should be clickable links and also any keep reference being displayed on the
Command sub-panel, as we do in workbench1.

Additional ideas
● Any collapsible panel could have a bit of the more crucial information, for example:

○ The General info panel could have in addition to the process’ name and status,
the run time.

○ The Logs panel when collapsed could include a clickable UUID link to the
process’ log collection.

○ The Environment panel when collapsed could show the container’s command in
a oneliner format, allowing us to remove it from the General info panel.

● If the segmented process view is not good enough, we could default to workbench1’s
way of showing the data.



● Right now the steps listing’s bottom horizontal scroll bar goes past the browser’s
viewport, we could correct that to behave like the project listing.


